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The graph F has star number n if any n vertices of F belong to a subgraph 
which is a star. Hence F has star number 2 if and only if F has diameter 2 (or 
less). In this paper (Theorem 1) we prove that every complete graph on at least 
(n~a) k vertices can be decomposed into k factors with star number n. The case 
n = 2 has been intensively investigated in the papers [1], [2], [3], and [4]. In 
the second part of this paper we use these results to prove a theorem about he 
colorability of the n-simplices of a complete n-system. 
INTRODUCTION 
If  G is a graph such that for any set S of n vertices of G there 
exists a subgraph H of G which is a star [5, p. 17] and S C V(H) then 
G has star number (st.) n. The set of graphs {F1, F2 ..... F~} is a decom- 
position of G into the factors F1, F2 ..... FI~ if V(F~) ~- V(G)(I ~ i ~ k) 
and E(Fi) n E(Fs) -- ~ for all i @j.1 Let f (n ,  k) be the smallest number 
such that the complete graph on f (n,  k) vertices can be decomposed into 
k factors of st. n. It is proved in [1] that f(2,  k) ~ 4k --  1. Because each 
graph of st. n has certainly also st. n --  1 we observe that f (n ,  k) ~ 4k --  1 
for each n ~ 2. We shall prove that, for each n ~ 2, k ~ 2, the complete 
graph on m vertices can be decomposed into k factors of st. n if m is 
sufficiently large, e.g., 
Hence 
h, ("' §176 
1 Usually, also O~=x E(~) = E(G) is required. Here we do not need this condition; 
it can be satisfied easily, however, by distributing unused edges, i.e., E(G) ~ U~=I E(F~), 
arbitrarily among the factors F~. 
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THE MAIN RESULT 
LEMMA. To every set N = {1, 2,..., v} with 
v=(  ne+l  )n  
and n >~ 2, there exist two families d = {A1, As ..... Av} and ~ = 
{B1, B~ ..... By} of  subsets o f  N such that: 
(i) i f  j ~ Ai , then i (~ B~ , 
(ii) i f  C C N and D C N with [CI  = P, I D [ ~ q, p -k q ~ n, then 
there exists an index i ~ N such that C C As and D C Bi 9 
Proof. 2 Partition N into n 2 -k 1 sets Si = {ia + 1, ia + 2,..., ia -? a}, 
i = 0, 1, 2,..., n 2, of  cardinal ity a = v/(n 2 + 1). a Let ~/~ = {So, S1 ,..., S,~} 
and consider the families 
t{Sil , S i  2 , . . . .  S in} ;  ~ ir =- l (mod ne+ 1)t 
I f=l  J 
of  n-subsets of  ~ .  Since there is a one-to-one correspondence between 
the n-tuples of  5:z and those of  5:t+,~ given by 
{S i  i , S i  2 . . . . .  S in}  ~-~ {Si1+1 , Si2+1 ,...~, Sin+l},  4 
and n is relatively prime to n ~ § 1, I J~q is the same for all l, hence 
[ 5:~ ] = a. Therefore, there exists a bijection q~i : S~ --+ ~9~,. Let 
i=O 
We are now in the position to define the families s /  and ~ of subsets 
of  N: 
A~= (J  $5, for x~S~,  
and 
Bx = {z~N; x r  
2 We are indebted to R. K. Guy, who provided a valuable suggestion for this proof. 
3 It is easy to see that a is an integer. 
Operations in the indices are to be taken (mod n 2 + 1). 
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and claim that these sets have the properties (i) and Oi): 
(i) is trivially satisfied because of the definition of  Bx 9 
(ii) Let C = {Cl, c2 ..... c~} and the set E = {el, e2 ..... e,.} be such that 
S C C 0~=1 e~ 9 We observe that r ~< p. 
Consider now the following sets: 
= {x; C C A~} and C* = {m; S~ r~ ~ v~ ~}, 
/3 = {y; D C By} and D'  = {/; S~ C/3}. 
I f  we can show that I C* I 4- ] D' I ~> n 24- 2 then the lemma is proved, 
because [~ l  is only n 2 -k 1 and hence C* r~ D' 4= ~.  This means there 
exists an index l such that S~ n ~ =/= ~ and S~ C/3 and therefore 
~/ )  va ~.  In order to show [ C* I + [ D'  I ~> n ~ + 2 we observe 
first that 
I D'I n ~ 4 -  1 - -  qn, (1 )  
because 
Furthermore: 
[D ' [  /> ] ('] (~ ' - -  r 
d~D 
=1~-  U r 
d~D 
= I Jgl - 1 U r ~ n 2 + 1 -- qn. 
dr 
IC* ]~n24-2 - -n ,  if 0<p<n.  (2) 
In order to prove (2) we choose an arbitrary set Y = {Y~+I .... , Yn-1} C 
{0, 1 .... ,n  ~} subject to the conditions [ Yr :n - -1  - - r ,  YnE :  
and form L = {/; there exists x r E u Y with 0 ~ x ~< n 2 such that 
el + e2 + "'" + e~ +y~+l  + "'" +Yn-1 + x ~ /(mod n + 1)}. 
I f  l ~ L then S~ contains an element 
such that 
Z = ~t - l (ge l ,  S . . . . . .  Set  , Syr+ 1 . . . .  , Sy  . . . .  Sx) 
C C S~I u S~ w ... u S~ C A~ 
and hence l c  C*. Therefore L C C* and [ C* l ) [ L 1 ~> (n 2 -k I) -- (n - -  1). 
We conclude now from (1) and (2) that, if 0 <p < n, then 
[C* l  + ID ' I  ~n2 +2.  
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I fp  : 0, then C* = {0, 1,..., n z} and therefore I C* I = n 2 + 1. Because 
I D ' t>~ 1 according to (1) and the fact that q <~n, we have again 
IC*I  + ID ' I  >~n 2+2- I fp=n, then l  CI >~landthere fore[C*[  >~I 
andq=0,1D' l  =n 2-t- 1 and aga in lC* l - ? lD ' ]  >~n ~+2.  
THEOREM 1. Every complete graph C on 
m >~ (n2 + l) 
vertices can be decomposed into k factors FI , Fe ..... F~ with star number n 
(n >~ 2). 
Proof. Consider the family of disjoint sets {Ki ; 1 <~ i <~ k + 1} where 
Ki = alj ;1 <~j ~ v -- 
n 
for 1 ~< i ~< k and K~+I = {bl, b2 .... , b,}, where 
k(n2 + l) 
Let s~ : {A1,42 ,..., A~} and N : {B1, B2 ,..., By} be two families of 
subsets of N = {1, 2,..., v} as described by the lemma. 
We shall factorize the complete graph C with vertex set 
k+l 
v(c)  = U K~ 
i=l 
into the k factors F~, F~ ..... Fk, where: 
E(Fi) = K~ 2 w K~ • Kk+a W {(a~, a~); y ~ Aj and x > i} 
u {(ai~, a~); y ~B~ and x < i}(x <2 k q- 1 and 1 ~< i ~< k). 
F~hasst. n(1 ~<i~<k) :LetSCV(C)beasetwi th ]S l=nand (i) 
let: 
i--1 
DI=Sn UK~, 
k 
c l=sn  U K j,  
j= i+ l  
D :{x ;a~x~D1 
C ={x;a~C1 
for some j}, 
for some j}. 
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Because D w C C N and j D r -? r C p ~< n there exists according to the 
lemma some index z such that D C Bz and C C Az. This means that the 
vertex a~z is adjacent o all vertices in D1 ~ (71. Because a~ is adjacent o 
all vertices in Ki and Kk+l, ag~ is adjacent o all vertices in S. 
(ii) E(Fi) c~ E(Fj)= ;J for all i @j:  Let us assume that the edge 
e = (a~,  au~) is in E(FO and E(Fj)(i <j) .  Since every edge in Fi has one 
vertex in K~, e ~ (aiu, a~). Because e ~ E(F~) it follows that v ~ Au and 
because s E(Fj) it follows that y ~ B~, a contradiction to (i) of  the lemma. 
REMARK ADDED IN PROOF. P. ErdSs has suggested a lower bound for 
f(n, k), as well as an upper bound that is better for large values of  n. 
These results will appear subsequently. 
AN APPLICATION OF THEOREM 1 TO THE COLORABILITY OF THE 
SIMPLICES OF THE COMPLETE n-SYSTEM 
I f  Vis some set we denote by V n the set V '~ = {A C V; I A I -- n}. An 
n-system G = (V, F) is a pair consisting of  a set V, the vertices of G, 
and the set/-', the n-simplices of G, i.e., F C V '~, (n ~> 2). G is complete 
if /" ~ V ~. The set of  n-systems {Fx - (V, F~), F~ ----- (V, F~) ..... Fk = 
(V, Fk)} is a decomposition of G = (V , / ' )  into the factors F1, F~ ..... F~ 
if _r'g n / ' j  - ;~ i f /va j .  5 The n-system G - (V, F )  is semicomplete if for 
each set S C V with I S [ - n at least one of the following 2 properties 
holds: 
(i) sc / ' ;  
(ii) there exists p e V --  S such that all the subsets of  cardinal n of  
S u p are in F with the possible exception of  S. 
(We observe that a semicomplete 2-system is a graph with diameter 2 
(or less).) 
THEOREM 2. Every complete n-system C ~ (V, V n) with 
[ VI ~ (n2@ l) 
can be decomposed into k semicomplete factors. 
5 In order to satisfy the usual  additional condit ion U~=I/'~ = F, we can again 
distribute unused n-simplices arbitrarily among the factors Fi 9 
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Proof. Denote by G = (II, V 2) the complete graph on the vertex 
set V. According to Theorem 1 there exist k factors /71-~ (/I, F1), 
F2 = (V, F~) ..... Fk = (V, Fk) of  G which have star number n. We con- 
struct now for each i, 1 <~ i <~ k, the n-system Hi  = (V, R~) where: 
Ri = {S ~ V~; there exists p ~ S with {p, x} E ['i for all x ~ S - -  p}. 
It fol lows immediately that no n-simplex of  G can be in two of  the 
systems H i .  Each of the systems Hi  is semicomplete for, if S ~ V n and 
S ~ R i ,  S is not contained in a star with n points of  Fi 9 Hence, because 
F~ has st. n, there exists p ~ V - -  S such that p is adjacent o all of  the 
vertices in S, which means, according to the definition of  R~, that all the 
subsets of cardinal  n of S w p are in F i  with the possible exception of S. 
We conclude now that H I , / /2  .... , Hk is a decomposit ion of the complete 
n-system G into k semicomplete n-systems. 
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